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Class B

Experience

  Provide evidence that the nominated supervisor has at least 
one years’ (200 days) relevant industry experience. If the 
applicant previously held a Certificate of Competence, we 
require evidence of work performed between the CoC expiry 
and now, some of which needs to be from the last 6 months. 

Note: If the applicant is currently a nominated Class B supervisor 
on a licence, they will not need to provide the above evidence of 
asbestos removal work.

Training

Attached is a copy of the certificate(s) issued to the nominated 
supervisor for the relevant courses:

  Non-Friable Asbestos Class B worker course  
(NZQA 29765 or Australian Equivalent CPCCDE3014A)

  Supervise Asbestos Removal course  
(NZQA 29767 or Australian Equivalent CPCCBC4051A)

3. Additional supervisors
You must complete an additional supervisor form for each additional 
supervisor

I have attached    additional supervisor forms.

4. Declaration

  I have the consent of the supervisor applicant to be nominated 
on this licence.

  I have the authority to complete and submit this application.

  To the best of my knowledge the information provided in this 
application is true and correct.

  Each nominated supervisor is at least 18 years old.

Name:

Date:  DD / MM / YEAR

Signature:

1. Supervisor details

Name:

Date of birth:  DD / MM / YEAR

2. Application details

  Attached is a recent head and shoulders passport-sized photo 
of the nominated supervisor (physical or JPEG)

  Attached is evidence of the supervisor’s age being 18+  
(a copy of a current, unexpired photo page of passport, driver’s licence, 
or firearms licence)

See the asbestos removal licensing guide for applicants for more 
information on filling out these sections.

Class A

Experience

  Provide evidence that the nominated supervisor has at least 
three years’ (600 days) relevant industry experience, including 
a substantial amount of friable asbestos removal work. If the 
applicant previously held a Certificate of Competence, we 
require evidence of work performed between the CoC expiry 
and now, some of which needs to be from the last 6 months.

Note: If the applicant is currently a nominated Class A 
supervisor on a licence, they will not need to provide the  
above evidence of asbestos removal work.

Training

Attached is a copy of the certificate(s) issued to the nominated 
supervisor for the relevant courses:

  Friable Asbestos Class A worker course  
(NZQA 29766 or Australian Equivalent CPCCDE3015A)

  Supervise Asbestos Removal course  
(NZQA 29767 or Australian Equivalent CPCCBC4051A)

  Optional: Non-Friable Asbestos Class B worker course   
(NZQA 29765 or Australian Equivalent CPCCDE3014A)

New asbestos removal licence: 
nominated supervisor

Email: asbestos@worksafe.govt.nz  

Post: WorkSafe New Zealand, CAR Team, Asbestos Licensing, PO Box 165, Wellington 6140
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